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PREFACE
This is the fifteenth of the series of meetings which began in
a very informal way in the Departments of Physical Chemistry of
the Universities of Melbourne and Sydney.
Apart from the Melbourne and Sydney groupsUncluding
some of the Napper polymer people) we have had, over the years,
contributors from Flinders University (Bockris' group) from the
University of W.A. (Jim Quirk's group) as well as from RMIT and
Swinburne (John Ralston's group) and, of course, the burgeoning
A.N.U. mob who generously agreed to host the sixth conference.
That meeting, in May 1976, saw us in the more formal
surroundings of the A.N.U. with participants from Geoff Barnes'
Queensland group for the first time, and a very strong input
from A.N.U. Applied Maths. It also marked the inauguration of the
idea of inviting a distinguished scientist to participate, and
Professor Robert Street gave the opening address. In September
1977 it was back to Blackwood for the
7th meeting and
confirmation, if such were needed that, although conditions were
spartan and cramped in the hills there were some real advantages
accruing from 'getting away from it all'.
For the 8th meeting, in November 1978, at Yarrawood
Convention Centre outside Sydney, Prof. Ron Ottewill, from
Bristol University, was our guest. The University of N.S.W,
Bendigo C.A.E. and S.A.I.T. were all represented for the first
time.
The A.N.U. again took responsibility for the Ninth meeting
and this time held it at their field station at Kioloa on the
South Coast of N. S. W. Our special guests were Joe Henry from the
Uni of West Virginia and Brian Vincent from Bristol. The Tenth
meeting returned to Victoria to the delightful Conference Centre
at Mt Eliza, on Port Phillip. Prof. David Tabor of Cambridge was
our distinguished guest, along with a group of talent scouts from
the Rockwell Corporation.
Dick Buscall of I.C.I.(Runcorn) was our special guest at
the Eleventh meeting which was again at Yarrawood, near Sydney
in May 1983.
For the Twelfth, in February 1985, we had Luuk
Koopal of Wageningen as guest at Roseworthy Agricultural College,
courtesy of John Ralston and his S.A.I.T. colleagues.
For our Thirteenth meeting we returned to the
A. N. U. ' s
Kioloa field station and for the spectacular Fourteenth (our
twenty-first birthday) we were guests of the Melbourne group at
Albury on the NSW/Victorian border.
The meeting reported here introduced us to the University
of Sydney's renovated facilities at Camden, which are being
actively developed for just the sort of conference which we like
to run. All agreed that it was an excellent site for our meeting
and we will certainly return there before too long.
It remains only for me to thank all the participants and
especially my colleagues Greg Warr and Alice Lamb who helped so
much with the organisation, both before and during the meeting.
Bob Hunter
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PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 31ST
Chairman: Prof . John Ralston
1.30 - 1.55 p . m. Richard Hann (University of Sydney)
"Polymerisable Microemulsions"
1.55 - 2.20
Hyhuong Nguyen (Chisholm Institute)
"Determination of Diffusion Coefficients and Molec u lar Weight
Distribution of Polymers"
2 . 20 - 2.45
Gerald Pereira (Uni . of Helbourne)
"Mean Field Theory of Polyelectrolyte Structure•
2 . 45- 3.10
Hate Trau (University of Helbourne)
"Everything you ever wanted to know about Polyelectrolytes- but
were too afraid to ask"
3 . 10 - 3.35
Haryanne Pries (University of Helbourne)
"Interfacial Properties of Zirconia"
3 . 35- 3.50

COFFEE/TEA
3 . 50- 4 . 15
Ewa Radlinska (A . N.U.)
"Ellipsometry of Mica surfaces"
4.15 - 4 . 40
Paul van der Heide (Auckland University)
"A new specimen isolated SIMS instrument"

BUFFET DINNER
8 . 00 p.m .

ALEXANDER MEMORIAL LECTURE

(Prof. R.W.Ninham)

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 1ST
Chairman:Dr. Rruce Johnson
8 . 45 - 9.10
Hichael Hucalo (Auckland University)
"FT-IR and XPS studies of Platinum and Palladium Hydrosols"
9.10- 9.35
Thomas Horr (S . A. I .T.)
"Infra-red Studies on Silica"
9 . 35 - 10 . 00
Geoff Henshaw (Auckland University)
"XPS studies of atmospheric particulates"
10.00- 10 . 25
Harianne Hontalti (S . A.I.T.)
"In situ FTIR Studies on Sulphide Minerals"
10.25- 10 .4 5

COFFEE/TEA
Chairman: Dr. Ric Pashley
10 .4 5- 11 . 10
David Bennett (S . A.I . T . )
"Surface Orientation by Angle Resolved XPS"
11 . 10- 11 . 35
Deirdre Hotchin (Chisholm Institute)
"Studies on Pollutant - Colloid Interactions in Natural Waters"
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11.35 - 12.00
Angus Netting (S . A.I.T.)
"Adsorption, Recrystallization and Colloid Formation in the Dissolution
of Titania Minerals"
12 . 00- 12.25
Kay Spark (Green) (Bendigo C.A.E.)
"Adsorption studies on Soil Minerals"
12.25- 12.50
Byeong Sub-Kim (S . A.I.T.)
"Adsorption at the Graphite - Water Interface"
12.50 - 2.00 p . m.

LUNCH
Chairman: Prof. Tom Healy
2.00- 2 . 25
Sean LeCount (S.A.I.T.)
"Electrochemical Aspects of Pyrrhotite, Pyrite and Chalcopyrite"
2.25 - 2 . 50
Tim Senden (A.N.U.)
"Reverse Osmosi s Membranes"

2.50 - 3 . 15
Richard Hacoun (U . N.S.W . )
"Theoretical Description of Charged Membranes with Convective Flow"
3.15- 3.40
Frank Caruso (Uni. of Helbourne)
"Fluorescence Quenching in Liquid Monolayers at
the Air-water
Interface"
3.40- 4 . 00

COFFEE/TEA
4 . 00 - 4.25
Louisa Danen (Uni. of Queensland)
"Hysteresis in Monolayer Penetration"
4 . 25 - 4.50
Robert Hall (Uni. of Helbourne)
"Acid- Base Equilibria at the Air-Water Interface"

BARBECUE
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 2nd
Chairman: Dr. Franz Grieser
8 . 45- 9.10

David Hewitt (S.A.I . T . )

"Kinetics of Thin Film Drainage ..

9 . 10- 9 . 35
Annette Hurphy (Uni. of Helbourne)
"Ftlrster Energy Transfer in Langmuir-Blodgett Films in Aqueous Media"
9 . 35- 10.00
Stephen Grano (S.A . I.T.)
"Influence of Eh on Sulphide Ore Flotation"
10 . 00- 10.25
Peter Sanciolo (Swinburne Institute)
"Adsorbing Colloid Flotation"
10.25- 10.45

COFFEE/TEA
Chairman: Prof. Barry Ninham
10.45- 11 . 10
Erica Wanless (A.N. U. )
"A Study of Cage Surfactants"
11 . 10- 11 . 35
Greg Allen (Uni. of Helbourne)
"The Composition of the Aqueous and Micellar Phases of a 2 Component
Nonionic Surfactant Mixture"
11.35 - 12.00
Harilyn Karaman (A . N.U.)
"Solution Properties of Sulphosuccinate Surfactants"
12 . 00- 12.25
David Scoberg (Uni . of Helbourne)
"Surfactants containing a Diacetylene moiety"
12.25 - 12 . 50
Philip Ashburner (Uni. of Sydney )
"Enhancement of the Network Structure of Water in the Aggregation of
Ionic Micelles"
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12.50- 2.00 p.m.

LUNCH

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 2nd
Chairman: Dr. Derek Chan
2.00- 2.25
Ewen Silvescer (Universicy of Melbourne)
"Kinetics of Chalcopyrite Oxidation"
2 . 25 - 2.50
Christine Hanglesdorf (Uni. of Helbourne)
"High Frequency Colloidal Transport Properties"
2 . 50- 3.15
Alice Lamb (University of Sydney)
"High frequency Transport Properties of Colloidal Dispersions"
3 . 15 - 3.30

COFFEE/TEA
Chairman: Dr. Greg Warr
3 . 30 - 3.55
Kim Seong Roc (Swinburne Inscitute)
"Flocculation and Rheology of Barytes in Non- aqueous Solvents"
3.55 - 4 . 20
Rose Amal (U.N . S.W.)
"Fractal Structure of Haematite Aggregates"
4 . 20 - 4 . 45
Phillip Tudor (Swinburne Institute)
"Effect of Surfactant and Polymer Additives on the Flocculation of Coal
Slurries"

6.30 for 7.00

CONFERENCE DINNER
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3rd
Chairman: Dr. Ian Harding
9.00 - 9.25
Peter Weissenborn (Curtin University)
" Selective Flocculation of Ultrafine Iron Ore"
9.25 - 9.50
Reshmi Sharma (Chisholm Institute)
"New Method for the Enumeration of Bacteria in Aquatic Systems"
9 . 50- 10.15
Gary Bryant (U . N. S .W.)
"Stresses, Strains and Phase Diagrams of Lipids at Low Hydration"
10 . 15 - 10 . 40
Bronwyn Battersby (Uni . of Queensland)
"Electron Microscopy and NMR studies of Phospholipid Vesicle
Suspensions"
10 . 40- 11.00

COFFEE/TEA
Chairman: Assoc. Prof. Bob Hunter
11.00 - 11.25
Kelvin Kuys (Uni. of Tasmania)
"Binding of Clay Fillers in Paper"
11.25 - 11 . 50
Rick Wood (Chisholm Instituce)
"Characterisation of Paper and Pulp-mill effluents"
11 . 50 - 12.15
Karen Stack (Uni . of Tasmania)
"Retention of Pulp using Polyethyleneoxide and Polyformaldehyde Resin"
12 . 15 - 12.40
Michael Logan (Auckland University)
"New approaches to Pillared Clay Catalysts'

LUNCH

CONFERENCE ENDS
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POLYHERISABLE HICROEHULSIONS
Richard Mann (University of Sydney)
The polmerisation of oil-in-water microemulsions of styrene using a
range of initiators has been studied . Cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide was
used as the surfactant and hexanol as the co-surfactant .
Chemical
initiators
displayed broad,
sometimes
even bimodal,
part:icle
size
distributions, suggesting part:icle nucleation within both droplets and the
aqueous phase . Particles generated by r-radiolysis displayed the narrowest
dist:ributions and smallest particle size.
Whereas the polymerisation rate
was found to increase with increasing dose rate over a broad range
(five-hundred fold), the final particle number was found to be insensitive
to the dose rate at low doses.
This is contrary to that which is observed
in normal emulsion polymerisation.
The similar behaviour of average
molecular weight to that of final particle number density was used to
propose a mechanism for particle nucleation and growth.
The polymer molecular weight (2
4 x 106) suggested that the
polystyrene was produced in a highly collapsed 'globular' form, as a
consequence of the non-solvency of the surrounding water and the very
limited supply of monomer.

THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THERHAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND DETERHINATION OF
HOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF POLYHERS USING THERHAL FIELD-FLOW
FRACTIONATION
Myhuong T Nguyen and Ron Beckett (Chisholm Institute of Technology)
Thermal field-flow fractionation is a major subtechnique of the
field-flow fractionation (FFF) family of elution methods.
In this
technique, the thermal diffusion of a polymer solute in a liquid under a
strong temperature gradient is utilised to effect retention of the polymer.
Thermal FFF has been mainly used for characterizing organic-soluble
polymers, although some applications to aqueous systems have been also
attempted.
The theories developed for the technique and the experiemtnal
results obtained so far have shown that thermal FFF has some advantages
over current traditional techniques for characterization of polymers,
particularly for high molecular weight samples.
The method can be used to
obtain molecular weight distributions and to calculate the various
molecular weight averages and polydispersity parameters in common use.
In
addition it can be used to evaluate some other fundamental parameters such
as the concentration and thermal diffusion coefficients for the molecules.
The advantages of thermal FFF include its high resolution, theoretical
exactness, applicability over a very wide size range and low shear rate,
which eliminates shear degradation even for ultra-high molecular weight
samples .
In this talk, the background theory of thermal FFF will be outlined and
a brief discussion of two main applications of the technique,
the
characterization of thermal diffusion coefficient and determination of
molecular weight distribution of polymer, will be presented.

A HEAN FIELD THEORY OF POLYELECTROLYTE CONFORHATION SOLUTION.
Gerald G.
Melbourne)

Pereira

and

Lee

R.

White

(Maths

Department,

University

of

A self-consistent mean field theory calculation for an infinitely
dilute polyelectrolyte is presented. An extened Poisson-Boltzmann equation
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together with an approximate closed expression for the density distribution
of charged beads are solved simultaneously to give a series of results
describing the polyelectrolyte 's behaviour.
These
results
are
limited
in
that
they
don't
reproduce
the
experimentally observed sphere-to-rod transition .
Thus a method is
presented to demonstrate, i . e, a transition from a random-coil structure at

high electroyte concentration
electrolyte concentration.

to

an

elongated/rodlike

structure

at

low

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT ADSORBED POLYELECTROLYTES WERE TOO AFRAID TO ASK

BUT

Matt Trau (University of Melbourne)
In the industrial sphere, polyelectrolyte polymers are frequently used
to modify solid/ aqueous interfaces .
The motivation for this is manyfold:
it may be to promote dispersion stability or flocculation in aqueous
dispersions, to improve the corrosion resistance of a substrate or simply
to modify electrode surfaces .
Polyelectrolytes also occur with great
abundance in biological systems and are intimately involved in the
mechanics of life . The aim of this project is to study the interfacial and
solution behaviour of polyelectrolytes, utilizing both experimental and
theoretical analysis of model systems, with a view towards providing a
fundamental (molecular) understanding of the action of these molecules in
the many varied industrial applications and in biological systems.
The paper describes a new spectroscopic technique (Variable Angle of
Incidence Attenuated Total Reflectance) currently being developed at
Melbourne Unviersity . Theoretically, this technique has the capacity to
determine not only adsorbed polyelectrolyte structure, but also charge
distribution along the adsorbed polyelectrolyte backbone and total adsorbed
amount - indeed, everything one would wish to know about these little
beasties.
Because of the incredibly slow adsorption equilibrium times for
these systems, the technique also has the capacity to measure the kinetics
of conformational changes during adsorption and those arising from changes
in the surrounding solution conditions .

INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES OF ZIRCONIA

Mirjana Prica (University of Melbourne)
Zirconia (Zr0 2 ) is one of the advanced ceramic materials recently being
investigated due to its enhanced mechanical properties .
Since Australia
provides approximately half of the world's zircon (a source of zirconia) it
is in our interest financially and technologically to understand the
interfacial properties of the colloidal Zr0 2 • This forms the basis of the
proposed project .
The net charge on a colloidal Zr0 2 particle at 25'c in KN03 solutions
was investigated using the technique of micro-eletrophoresis .
The
isoelectric point (iep) of the monoclinic-Zr0 2 was found to be 6 . 15 t 0.05
and was invariant with a ten-fold decrease in electrolyte concentration
from 10- 2 to 10- 3M.
The symmetry near the iep indicates the important
potential determining role of the H+ and OH- ions on the surface charge of
the colloidal particle .
For 10-• M KN03 , the pH of the suspension was
observed to drift overnight from 4 . 6 to near its iep.
Preliminary results
suggest that this effect may be attributed to impurities present in the
batch of commercial Zr02 used in the experimental analysis.
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ELLIPSOMETRY OF HICA SURFACES
Ewa Radlinska (ANU)
A phase-modulated ellipsometer was used to determine the equilibrium
film thickness of wat e r adsorbed from an undersaturated vapour onto freshly
cleaved mica surfaces.
The water film thickness increases monotonically with the relative
vapour pressure up to 17.5 A at 98% of p 0 .

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A UNIQUE SIMS INSTRUMENT
P.A . W van der Heide (University of Auckland)
To date conventional SIMS instruments have been separated by their
secondary ion detection systems into three distinct configurational groups:
magnetic section , quadrupole, and time of flight . These all provide
information on surface composition of solid samples with high sensitivity
and resolution .
However, one of the main problems plaguing the technique
is the inability to provide quantitative information without the careful
use of standards (which is only rarely possible).
The instrument under construction will have the ability to perform
specimen isolation, an extreme form of energy filtration of seccondary
ions.
This effectively filters out molecular peaks to yield an elemental
mass spectrum, if desired .
Furthermore, prov ided present ionization
theories are correct, quantitative elemental information may also be
obtained, due to the reduced matrix effects on ion yields .
This system has, situated above the sample , an extraction plate which
acts to accelerate the secondary ions formed to around 2KeV .
A triple
quadrupole electrostatic lens refocuses this beam, resulting in more
efficient transmission through an electrostatic analyser , a decelerator,
and on to a quadrupole mass analyzer.
The electrostatic analyzer may
detect these ions.
This configuration results in the bridging of two of
the above groups, namely the quadrupole and the magnetic sector groups.
The sample holder is of a special design allowing for independent
control of the secondary accelerating voltage applied directly to the
insulated sample. This allows for specimen isolation to be carried out and
the analysis of secondary ions of higher initial energy.
The expected
result is a molecular ion filtered mass spectrum exhibiting greater
quantitative information on the sample under study .

FTIR AND XPS STUDIES OF PLATINUM AND PALLADIUM HYDROSOLS
M. R . Mucalo , (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
Particle size distributions, carbon monoxide adsorption and surface
speciation have been studied for platinum and palladium hydrosols using a
combination of
transmission
electron microscopic,
Fourier
transform
infrared (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) techniques .
Transmission electron micrographs indicate that the platinum hydrosol has
an average particle size of ca. 5 . 0 nm wherea s that of the palladium
hydrosol is ca. 9 . 0 nm .
FTIR spectra of the platinum hydrosol I saturated
with carbon monoxide revealed a single band (2065-2070 cm-1) due to CO
adsorbed linearly on platinum metal.
In contrast, FTIR spectra of the
CO-saturated palladium hydrosols2 indicated two bands due to CO adsorbed
linearly (2065 cm-1) and in a two-fold bridge (1950 cm-1) on palladium
metal.
Adjustment of pH or extraction of platinum into non-aqueous media
(i.e . C4 -C 8 n-alcohols) were associated with a decrease in frequency and
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intensity of the band due to adsorbed CO.
X-ray photoelectron spectra of
the dry-deposited hydrosols indicated that the platinum hydrosol particles
were partially covered with a mixed oxide phase of Pt0/Pt(OH) 2 whereas
similar data for the palladium hydrosols suggested that they were partially
covered with PdO and Pd0 2 .

INFRA-RED STUDIES ON SILICA
.l

Thomas Horr (SA Institute of Technology)
Inorganic surfaces in the form of spherical fillers and fibres are
being used to develop new classes of advanced composite materials .
This
project uses Diffuse Reflectance Infrared and XPS Spectroscopy to develop a
detailed model, initially with silica, of the chemical bonds formed when
organic compounds attach themselves to the inorganic surface, the thickness
and orientation of the adsorbed layer and the manner in which this layer
behaves when the modified particles are in contact with the bulk polymer .

SURFACE ANALYSIS
COLLECTORS.

OF

AIRBORNE

POLLUTANTS

ON

NATURAL

AND

ARTIFICIAL

Geoff Henshaw (University of Auckland)
X- ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger Electron Spectroscopy
(AES) have been used to study atmospheric particulates on the surface of
kiwifruit and artificial collectors .
The XPS and AES results were compared with X-ray analysis (SEM-EDX) and
the differences attributed to the greater sampling depth of the SEM-EDX
technique.
Discolarations on the kiwifruit skin exhibited increased iron content
compared with the surronding skin when analyzed by SEM-EDX but increased
nitrogen (amine) when examine by small spot XPS>
Artificial collectors consisting of Ar+ etched silver, copper and
graphite discs were placed downwind of a Steel Mill situated near an
estuary.
A class of particles, all spherical, < S~tm in size with a high
iron content were found by SEM-EDX analysis .
AES, in conjuction with Ar+
etching , showed these particles had a sulfur, chlorine, and sodium enriched
surface coating indicative of the marine environment.
Differences between the sampling sites and between the collector
surfaces within each site were found by XPS analysis .
The presence of
sulfate, chloride, and sodium was common on all surfaces.
The surface
concentration of zinc decreased with distance from the Steel Mill .
The
silver collectors exhibited a sulfide as well as a sulfate peak in the XPS
spectra .

IN-SITU FTIR STUDIES ON SULPHIDE HINERALS
Marianne Montalti (SA Institute of Technology)
Xanthate is one of the most commonly used collectors used for the
flotation of sulphide minerals.
In my study, I have been investigating the
iron sulphide mineral, pyrite . But the mechanism by which xanthate enables
this mineral to float is still not fully understood even after decades of
intense investigation.
The experimental techniques chosen to study this mechanism are:

1.

In-situ

FTIR

(cylindrical

circle
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cell) :

a

qualitative

semi-

1:

quantitative technique used to study the adsorption of xanthate at the
actual pyrite-H 20 interface (the first time ever used for this system);
and

2.

used to monitor
UV-vis :
quantitative method.

the

remaining

species

in

solution,

a

I n-situ FTIR results indicate only the presence of dixanthogen
(xanthate dimer) on the pyrite surface at pH 5, 7 and 9 :
Possibly other
species are buried under the intense IR peaks of dixanthogen.
UV-vis studies have determined quantitatively (to complement IR
results) that the presence of xanthate derivatives (formed by catalytic
reaction with pyrite) are pH dependent as a function of time .
These
results indicate that monothiocarbonate production is favoured under basic
conditions (pH 9) but dixanthogen and perxanthate formation is favoured
under acidic conditions (pH 5) as was the amount of xanthate adsorbed
(calculated). The monitoring of these species is a new breakthough in this
field and suggests that the mineral surface is constantly changing with
time, a new approach to solving this puzzling pyrite-xanthate mechanism .

SURFACE ORIENTATION BY ANGULAR RESOLVED X-RAY
(XPS)

PHOTOELECTRON

SPECTROSCOPY

David Bennett (S.A Institute of Technology)
The inelastic mean-free pathlength Am, of electrons through organic
carbon was measured using long chain alcohols coated on silica plates.
A
value of 3 . 8 ruu was determined for Am and this result is discussed with
respect to literature values.
Further work on orientation was carried out
by Angular Resolved XPS on chloropropyltrimethoxysilane in order to support
the structure and orientation of the long chain alcohols.
This tiel> in
with the work of Thomas Horr who is studying the adsorption of organic and
silane coupling agents to inorganic substrates utilizing the method of
FTIR.

STUDIES ON POLLUTANT-COLLOID INTERACTIONS IN NATURAL WATER

Deirdre Hotchin (Chisholm Institute of Technology)
The surface chemistry of suspended particulate matter (SPM) is of great
importance in the transport, fate and ultimate release of pollutants in the
aquatic environment.
These colloidal sized particles consist of clay
mineral with ferric and manganese oxyhydroxide and organic material
coating . These surfaces act as a substate for pollutant adsorption.
Investigation of pollutant adsorption was performed using a new elution
technique: Sedimentation Field-flow fractionation (SdFFF).
Radio labelled
pollutants were adsorbed onto SPM concentrate. The SPM was sized and
fractionated
with
SdFFF
and
each
fraction
further
analysed
for
radioactivity . The SdFFF output, the fractogram, can be converted into a
particle size distribution.
The fra ctogram and isotope activity can be
used to obtain the surface adsorption density (SAD) of the pollutant.
32p labelled orthophosphate adsorbed onto Darling River SPM displayed a
constant SAD over the particle size range 0 . 08 to 0 . 5 Jim, indicating
phosphate was evenly adsorbed to the particle surface of all sizes.
3 2p
adsorbed to Yarra River SPM did not display constant SAD.
More 32p was
adsorbed to larger sized particles indicating particle composition or
surface characteristics changed over the size ranges analyzed.
Similarly,
14
C labelled glyphosate on Darling R . SPM was more readily absorbed by
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larger particles.
composition will
Spectroscopy .

be

mineral
Further investigation of the particles'
possible using
inductively coupled Plasma-Mass

DISSOLUTION AND RECRYSTALLIZATION, PRECIPITATION OF Ti0 2:
THE CHEHICAL DURABILITY OF SYNROC

IHPLICATIONS FOR

Angus Netting (SA Institute of Technology)
Synroc is the generic name for a multiphase titanate ceramic proposed
as a wasteform for the disposal of high level nuclear waste (HLW).
Electron microscopic and surface analytical studies on the chemical
durability of synroc have discovered the formation of both Brookite and
Anatase (recrystallized Ti0 2) on the surface, following hydrothermal leach
tests.
The evidence for this layer is presented, both the surface analysis and
electron microscopy, along with a discussion of further work required to
fully explain its formation, and chemical durability .
Preliminary studies already perfomed on the mineral phase perovskite
(CaTi03) indicate the formation of Ti0 2 to be an in-situ process, since no
colloidal material has yet been detected in solution.

ADSORPTION STUDIES ON SOIL HINERALS
Kaye Spark (Bendigo CAE)
Copper(II)
hydroxidechloride,
Cu(OH) 1 . 5 Cl 0 • 5 ,
and
copper(II)
hydroxidenitrate, Cu(OH) 1 _ 5 (N0 3 ) 0 _ 5 , were precipitated by the stepwise
addition of hydroxide to solutions containing Cu 2 + at 10- 4 M or lQ-3 M and
Cl- or N0 3- at several concentrations between 10-3 and 10- 4 M. The nature
of the precipitates was confirmed by X-Ray Diffraction . PKso values
estimated from the pH for 50% precipitation were 16.9 for Cu(OH) 1 • 5 Cl 0 _ 5
and 16 . 0 for Cu(OH) 1 • 5 (NO) 0 . 5 .
In each case as hydroxide was added to a
solution which contained Cu 2 + with Cl- or N0 3- the pH rose initially to
that characteristic of the formation of amorphous Cu(OH) 2 (pKsQ - 17 .8) ,
but decreased again on further additions of hydroxide or on ageing to that
characteristic of the more stable hydroxidechloride or hydroxidenitrate .
It is suggested that Cu(OH) 2 is an intermediate in the formation of
Cu(OH) 1 _ 5 Cl 0 • 5 and Cu(OH) 1 _ 5 (N0 3 ) 0 • 5 •
As variable charge mineral surfaces display hydroxide characteristics,
the metal hydroxide anion complexes such as those listed here, should be
considered as possible species involved in the adsorption process on such
surfaces.

THE ADSORPTION OF ANIONIC SURFACTANTS AT THE GRAPHITE/WATER INTERFACE
Byung-sub Kim (SA Institute of Technology)
The adsorption of a range of aromatic
sulphonates,
consisting
predominantly of two benzene rings, has been studied at the graphite/water
interface .
Adsorption occurs rapidly and only at the external surface of the
graphite particles.
Aromatic sulphonates are adsorbed by van der Waal' s
forces ; their affinity increases with an increase in the number of benzene
rings but falls with an increase in the number of sulphonate groups.
The adsorption of surfactant is linked to the change in the zeta
potential with pH .
The adsorption isotherms are found to obey a Langmuir-type expression.
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SURFACE CHEHISTRY AND INTERACTIONS IN THE FLOTATION OF PYRITE, PYRRHOTITE
AND CHALCOPYRITE
Sean LeCount (SA Institute of Te chnology)
The characterisation of individual and mixed mineral behaviour is of
fundamental importance in atte mpting to understand real ore systems.
In
this study, microflotation techniques have been utilised to me asure the
flotation response of single mi nerals as a function of grind and flotation
Eh.
Extensive X. P . S. studies have complemented this work in an attempt to
provide a correlated surface and electrochemical interpretation of the
observed behaviour. Substantial work on mixed systems and interact i ons has
also been completed. The aim is to link the results obtained in this study
to practice .

ELECTROLYTE SELECTIVITY IN CELLULOSE ACETATE REVERSE OSHOSIS HEHBRANES
Tim Senden (ANU)
Likely mechanisms involved in the exclusion of electroly tes from
integrally skinned asymmetric cellulose acetate (CA) reverse osmosis
membranes have been examined. The membrane was studied in several aspects
of surface geometry, surface charging and specifically the exclusion
efficiencies for the alkali halides and the symmetrical tetralkyl ammonium
bromides (tetramethyl- to tetrapentyl-),
It is suggested that electrolyte rejection occurs by a combination of
an electrostatic / diffuse double layer mechanism and the Born model of ion
solvation.
A significant observation concerning the latter mechanism was
the existence of a highly hydrated gel that pervades the entire active
layer.

A FWORESCENCE STUDY OF LATERAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN PHOSPHOLIPID
HONOLAYERS AT THE AIR-WATER INTERFACE
Frank Caruso (Department of Physical Chemistry, University of Melbourne)
Two-dimensional
lateral
diffusion
has
been
investigated
in
dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOL) monolayers at the air-water interface by
studying the steady-state quenching of the fluorescence of N-(1-pyrene
sulphonyl) dipalmitoyl-L-a- phosphatidylethanolamine (pyrene-DPPE) with the
quenchers N,
N-octadecyldimethylamine
(ODDA)
and 4-(N,
N-dimethyl-Nhexadecyl) ammonium-2, 2, 6, 6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl iodide (CAT
16).
Analysis of the fluorescence quenching behaviour as a function of
quencher concentration for both systems produced non-linear 'Stern-Volmer
type' plots .
These findings were interpreted in terms of the continuum
theory for two-dimensional diffusion-controlled reactions .
The diffusion
coefficient, using either of the quencher molecules, decreased as the
surface pressure (•) increased.
The diffusion coefficients were found to
range from 1. 3 x lQ-6 cm2 s- 1 to 5 . 8 x lQ-7 cm2 s-1 for the pyrene-DPPE/ ODDA
system and form 8. 0 x lQ-7 cm2 s-1 to 3. 8 x lQ-7 cm2 s-1 for the
pyrene-DPPE/CAT 16 system.
The difference in the diffusion coefficients
between the two systems can be attributed to the different relat i ve sizes
of the quencher molecules . A free volume model was applied to the data and
fair agreement between theory and experimental results was obtained .
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HYSTERESIS IN HONOLAYER PENETRATION
Louisa Danen (University of Queensland)
Investigations into the existence of a hysteresis in the surface
pressure isotherms for octadecanol monolayers on a sodium dodecyl sulfonate
(0 . 1 M NaCl) subphase were presented.
The hysteresis is evident in the
large difference of surface pressure between the observed isotherms for the
penetration and expulsion of the surfactant into and form the monolayer .
The phenomenon was first found by Kim Walker , though further work was
required to ensure true equilibrium data had been found .
Evidence was
presented to show that the extent of hysteresis is time-dependent on the
concentration of surfactant in the subphase . And after extended-time blank
and real experiments, · it was determined that the hysteresis is an artifact
due to the use of non-equilibrium data .

ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIA AT THE AIR-WATER INTERFACE
Robert Hall (Department of Physical Chemistry , University of Melbourne)
The
ionization
characteristics
of
the
acid-base
indicator
4-heptadecyl-7-hydroxycoumarin (HHC) were investigated at the air-water
interface by surface pressure and fluorescence spectroscopic techniques .
Some agreement between the surface pressure experimental results and the
behaviour predicted by the Davies theory for ionized molecules at
interfaces was found for pure films of HHC.
Fluorescence studies of these
films suggested that the discrepancies between experiment and theory were
due to the aggregation of the probed molecules in the monolayer film .
Titration data obtained from mixed monolayers of HHC and oleyl alcohol
indicated that the Gouy-Chapman theory of surface ionization adequately
described the ionization process except at low degrees of dissociation.
A
model incorporating the dimerization of neutral HHC molecules was also
presented to account for the experimental results obtained.

KINETICS OF THIN FILH DRAINAGE
David Hewitt (SA Institute of Technology)
The drainage behaviour of a thin, aqueous film separating an air bubble
and a solid surface is of interest in understanding the e lementary steps in
the process of froth flotation used in mineral beneficiation .
The drainage characteristics of aque ous films between an air bubble and
a quartz surface have been examined by interferometry .
Drainage profiles have been studied as a function of electrolyte
concentration and hydrophobicity of chemically modified quartz surfaces .
Interpretation of the drainage rates is described in terms of :
1.
hydrodynamics of film thinning;
2.

dimpling of the thin liquid film; and

3.

disjoining pressure.

In principle, interfacial forces can be derived from the experimental
data and early attempts in this direction will be discussed .
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FORSTER ENERGY TRANSFER IN LANGHUIR-BLODGETT FILHS IN AN AQUEOUS HEDIUH
A Murphy (Department of Physical Chemistry , University of Melbourne)
The effect of donor and/or acceptor aggregates on the efficiency of
Fl:lrster energy transfer in an aqueous Langmuir- Blodgett multilayer film
assembly has been studied .
The donor molecule was Dansyldihexadecylamine
(DOHA) and the acceptor, 1 , 1-Dioctadecyl-3, 3, 3', 3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate
( DilC 18 ( 3)) ·
Dioleoylphosphatidyl-choline
(DOL) was used as the diluent to prepare homogeneous films of donor or
acceptor and cadmium arachidate for films containing aggregates.
The
layers separating the donor and acceptor were composed of cadmium
arachidate.
The energy transfer was observed by monitoring the quenching of donor
fluorescence as the acceptor was deposited at varying distances from the
donor.
The efficiency of Fl:lrster energy transfer could then be described
by an equation developed by Kuhn .
When the layer containing acceptor was
homogeneous, the efficiency was not dependent on the state of aggregation
of the donor layer .
Aggregation in the acceptor layer introduced some
complications in the resultant energy transfer.

INFLUENCE OF Eh ON SULPHIDE ORE FLOTATION
Stephen Grano (S.A . Institute of Technology)
Dilution of metal (Cu, Pb, Zn) suphide concentrates by iron sulphide
minerals results in significant reduction in overall profitability for the
extraction of these metals. Flotation of two natural ores, in the presence
and absence of collectors, was carried out as a function of flotation Eh.
This, along with complementary surface analysis of the flotation products
by X. P . S . , enabled the major mechanism of iron sulphide flotation to be
determined .
It was found to be due to a hydrocarbon/ graphite coating in
the presence of some iron sulphide minerals .
Reasonable agreement was
found between flotation of chalcopyrite and galena and the formation of
hydrophobic species considering kinetically restricted oxidation.
Iron
sulphide flotation at low potentials, below the Eh required for dixanthogen
formation, indicates the possible activation of pyrite due to mineral
interactions .

A STUDY OF CAGE SURFACTANTS
Erica Wanless (ANU)
A highly charged cationic cage surfactant was investigated.
Its
behaviour in aqueous solution was characterized through pH and conductiv ity
measurements and the experimental CMC value obtained .
Four theoretical
definitions of the CMC were investigated .
Of these, the definition using
the concentration at which the maximum free monomer concentration occurs
proved to be the most physically appealing and theoretically satisfying of
the definitions.
The modelling of the aggregation process predicted the
breakpoint observed in conductivity at the CMC and also indicated that at
concentrations above the CMC there was a greater contribution to the
conductivity from the micelles than was at first thought.
The Pendant Drop method was used to measure surfactant solution surface
tensions .
The CMC obtained from these measurements was only about 50 % of
the value obtained from conductivity.
This difference was attributed to
the unusual nature of the surfactant.
The effective headgroup area of the
surfactant at a packed interface was calculated from the surface tension
curve using the Gibbs adsorption isotherm . This calculation suggested that
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the surfactant does indeed form micelles rather than another type of
aggregate which could have been expected because of its branched
hydrocarbon tail.
Hence , although ·the molecule is fairly complicated its
surface active properties can be understood in relatively simple terms.

HEASUREHENT AND PREDICTION OF AGGREGATION NUHBERS OF NONIONIC SURFACTANT
HIXED HICELLES
Greg Allan (Department of Physical Chemistry, University of Melbourne)
Weight-average aggregation numbers have been measured for various
proportions of a binary mixture of octaethyleneglycol mono (n-decyl ether)
(C 10 E8 ) and pentaethyleneglycol mono (n-dodecyl ether) (C 12 E5 ) utilizing the
time resolved fluorescence quenching method.
The mixed micelles are
observed to grow as the proportion of C12 E5 increases, as does the absolute
polydispersity of the system . The micelle size distribution appears to be
skewed for mole fractions of C12 E 5 greater than 0 . 4 . This data was compared
to
aggregation
numbers
predicted
employing
a
model
proposed
by
Nishikido [ 1] .
This model assumes that the surface area of the mixed
micelle is determined by independent contributions of each component
monomer. An assumption about the geometry of the micelle is also required.
The model underestimates aggregation numbers of all mixtures for any
assumed geometry.
A cylinder with hemispherical ends is shown to be the
only realistic shape of non-spherical micelles based on this model.
The
model is shown to be too simplistic (as stated by Nishikido) but may be
useful as a guide for ideally mixed systems .
The data is also compared to aggregation numbers calculated by applying
small sys tern thermodynamics and assuming ideal mixing ( 2] , and is again
underestimated.
References

1.

N. Nishikido, J . Colloid Interface Sci . 120 , 495 (1987) .

2.

D. G. Hall and B.A. Pethica in M.J.Schick
(Marcel Dekker, New York) Chap . 16, (1967)

HONOLAYER AND HULTILAYER
DIACETYLENE HOIETY .

(L-B)

FILHS

OF

(Ed.)

Nonionic

SURFACTANTS

Surfactants

CONTAINING

THE

David Scoberg (University of Melbourne)
Three surfactants containing the diacetylene moiety (two diynoic acids :
Heneicosa-2 , 4-diynoic acid (16-0 acid) and Nonacosa-10,12-diynoic acid
(16-8 acid) and one alcohol: Heptadeca-2,4-diyn-1-ol (12-0 alcohol)) were
studied at
the air-water
interface .
They were characterised by
pressure/area (~/a) isotherms as a function of compression speed and
temperature.
The effect of various additives to the subphase at various
pHs was also studied.
For the two acids, the addition of a divalent salt
to the subphase resulted in the monolayer packing in a markedly different
form from the fully protonated monolayer.
There was no effect on the
diynol monolayer upon varying the subphase conditions.
Multilayer deposition of the 16-8 diynoic acid was successfully carried
out and the resultant Langmuir-Blodgett film was polymerised thermally and
by
irradiation .
The
polymerisation
was
followed
by
adsorption
spectrophotometry .
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"THE ROLE OF THE NETWORK STRUCTURE OF WATER IN THE AGGREGATION OF IONIC
HICELLES"
Philip Ashburner (University of Sydney)
The

phase

separation

of

aqueous

micellar

cationic

surfactant

dodecylcribucylammonium bromide (46 wt%) is studied via Raman spectroscopy.
Collective band analysis of the spectra showed that the network structure
of the solvent is actually enhanced as the critical point is approached.
Studies of the discrete phases beyond the critical temperature revealed
that the solvent network in the concentrated phase had completely broken
down while in the dilute phase it had returned to essentially bulk water.
A model for the phase behaviour of the system was proposed as follows:
The abnormally high surfactant concentration in the solution produces
an electostatic self-screen of the mutually repulsive head-groups.
This
allows attractive forces intimately related to the solvent structure to
grow in as temperature increases . The absence of bulk water in the system
means that an exchange between hydration shells occurs from micelle to
monomer.
The resultant increase in solvent structure order in the
intermicellar cavities induces/sustains more rapid aggregation of micelles.
The Free Energy losses so incurred (increasing order in the face of
increasing temperature) cannot be sustained and phase separation ensues in
order to repay the Free Energy debt by the creation of bulk water in the
dilute phase.

SURFACE CHEHICAL
CHALCOPYRITE)

PROPERTIES

OF

COPPER

SULFIDE

SOLS

(COVELLITE

AND

E J Silvester (Department of Physical Chemistry, University of Melbourne)
The sulfide minerals covellite (GuS) and chalcopyrite (CuFeS 2 ) have
been prepared as transparent aqueous sols.
Particles sizes are in the
range of 8 - 10 nm for covellite and 5 - 9 nm for chalcopyrite .
The
oxidation of chalcopyrite by air and other oxidants has been investigated
by spectrophotometry with regard to both the rate of oxidation, and the
identity of the oxidation products.
Covellite has been identified as one
of the products of chalcopyrite oxidation, however, the spectroscopic
nature
of
covellite
is
time
dependent
which
makes
quantitative
determination of covellite difficult .
Transparent sols of covellite are
initially golden brown and change to green with the development of a band
at approximately 860 nm.
Associated with this change is an apparent
increase in the crystallinity of the colloid.

HIGH FREQUENCY COLLOIDAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES.
Christine Mangelsdorf (University of Melbourne)
The equations which govern the steady state transport properties of
collodal suspensions are generalised to allow for time dependent driving
forces such as oscillating electric fields.
Preliminary results of the high grequency complex electrophoretic
mobil ity and complect conductivity are presented as a function of zeta
potential.
These results are compared to approximate asymptotic formulae
derived by O'Brien in 1988, and are found to differ significantly at high
zeta potential.
Numberical problems inherent in solving the equations are currently
being investigated in order to improve the agreement between exact and
approximate theories.
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HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF COLLOIDAL DISPERSIONS
Alice Lamb (University of Sydney)
The electroacoustic effect has recently been described as offering a
new technique for the measurement of the electrokinetic properties of
colloidal dispersions .
It allow us to make measurements on concentrated
and opaque samples.
The effect is based on the fact that, when a sound
wave of high frequency is passed through a colloidal dispersion, a
measurable macroscopic potential is generated .
This potential has b e en
shown to the related to the electrokinetic properties of the colloid
i nterface (1) . The theory is based on an analysis for smooth monodisperse
spheres with thin double layers, and the effects were measured using the
Matec ESA 8000 system .
A dispersion of Cobalt Phosphate with smooth, monodisperse and
spherical particles was prepared in our laboratory using the method of
Matijevic (2) . This colloid is used to experimentally verify the theory .
High frequency zeta-potential measurements on a well dispersed Cobalt
Phosphate suspension were shown to be in good agreement with the results
obtained
by
the
conventional
electrokinetic
technique,
namely
microelectrophoresis .
The microelectrophoretic measurements were made
using a
Rank Bros mark II apparatus.
Howev er, when the Cobalt Pho s ph a t e
system is approaching or after passing through the iso - electric point of
particles,
10 % to
30% discrepancies
were
observed
between
the
electroacoustic and microelectrophoretic measurements.
These differences
are suspected to be caused by coagu lation of unstable particles .
Electroacoustic measurements on commercial Ti0 2 samples were shown to
vary from their respective microelectrophoretic results .
Polydispersity
and coagulation within the colloidal system are suggested to be responsible
for these differences .
(1) O'Brien, R . W. , J . Fluid Mech .

190, 71-86 (1988)

(2) Matijevic, E., Ishikawa T., J. Colloid Interface Sci . ,
123, 1, 122-128 (1988)

SEDIHENATION AND PHEOLOGY OF BARYTES IN NON-AQUEOUS HEDIA
Seung-Rok Kim (Swinburne Institute)
The project has the objective of studying the stability of the four
phase system (BaSOcH 20-Teric N8-LVGO)
and flow properties and the
structure of sediments as a function of the surface chemistry of the
particles as modified by surfactants, polymer additives and water content
in LVGO . All aspects of the suspension in it's concentrated form prior to
entry into the feed stream were considered including particle size, surface
forces, agitation power requirement and setting rates.
The nature of the flow structure built up was also investigated as was
the relationship of this macrostructure to both stability and visco-elastic
properties of sediments
(for re-dispersion).
Dynamic oscillatory
rheological measurements were used as
a
diagnostic
to o l
for
the
characterization of microstructure.
It has been demonstrated that both
elasticity and viscosity are important in predicting particle settling and
rheological behaviour .
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FRACTAL STRUCTURE OF HEHATITE AGGREGATES
Rose Amal (Dept. of Chemical Technology , University of N.S.W.)
The modelling of the aggregation kinetics of iron oxides, based on the
Smoluchowski equation accounting for diffusion, interparticle repulsive
forces and the nature of packing within the aggregated material 1, has been
successful in predicting the increase in aggregate size as determined by
dynamic light scattering measurements.
The aggregates were found to
exhibit fractal behaviour with fractal dimensions obtained from the
scattering exponent in static light scattering studies dependent on the
aggregation mechanism and ranging from 2.3 for rapid (diffusion limited) to
2 . 8 for slow (reaction limited) aggregation .
Polydispersity and restructuring of aggregates were found to affect the
relationship between scattering exponent and aggregate fractal dimension.
Excellent correspondence over a range of temperatures and ionic strengths
has been obtained between results of sizing experiments using dynamic light
scattering and sizes predicted using the modified Smoluchowski model
incorporating fractal dimensions determined by static light scattering
experiments2 .
1. R. Amal, J. Coury, J. A. Raper, W. P . Walsh and T. D. Waite, Colloids
and Surfaces, in press.
2 . R. Amal , J. A. Raper and T . D. Waite, J . Colloid and Interface Sci . , in
press.

THE ROLE OF SURFACTANT$
COAL-WATER SUSPENSIONS

AND

POLYHERS

IN

THE

STABILISATION

OF

BROWN

Phillip Tudor (Swinburne Institute of Technology)
Brown coal-water suspensions are mixtures of finely ground coal in
water, typically having a composition of around 70% by weight of coal.
They have an application as an alternative fuel source in industrial steam
boilers, process kilns, blast furnaces and diesel engines.
In order to use
these suspensions as an alternative fuel, they must have a high solids
loading and retain a low viscosity for pipeline transportation and resist
"caking" when stored in tanks.
A range of additives (i.e., surfactants and polymers) were used to meet
the criteria mentioned above .
Suspensions were prepared with a controlled
particle size distribution and solids content to assess the effectiveness
of the additives.
There was particular emphasis on quantifying the nature
of the sediment using the following experiments:
1. yield stress
(using the vane method)
to measure the ease of
redispersion;
2 . compression modulus to determine the resistance to densification;
3. dewatering of the suspension;
4. static settling.
In this presentation, the effect of several additives were discussed
relative to blank suspensions.
In general
it was observ ed that
deflocculation of the coal particles resulted in a suspension that was less
resistant to densification in comparison to the blank suspension and the
sediment formed was denser and more difficult to redisperse.
Flocculation
of the coal particles by either a bridging or valume restriction mechanism,
created a stronger flocculated network structure .in the sediment that
resisted settling and increased the resistance to densification.
However,
very strongly flocculated systems were difficult to redisperse and were
undesirable
since
the
suspension
was
too
viscous
for
pipeline
transportation .
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SELECTIVE FLOCCULATION OF ULTRAFINE IRON ORE
Peter Weissenborn (Curtin University of Technology , W. A. )
Selective flocculation of the iron oxides , hematite and goethite, from
gangue minerals in a Western Australian Pilbara iron ore sample has been
investigated.
The sample contained approximately 55% hematite, 14%
goethite, 23% kaolinite and 9 % other clay minerals and quartz.
Particle
size was 85% less than lOI'm and surface area 17.7 m2g- 1 .
The sample is
representative of material currently discarded by a Pilbara iron ore
producer commercially interested in upgrading iron ore tailings .
After
preliminary
optimisation
of
parameters
such
as
reagent
concentrations, pH, stirring rate and experimental technique the iron ore
sample containing 46 . 6% Fe was upgraded to 59 . 1% Fe with 47% iron recovery.
Shipping or export grade iron ore requires an iron content of at least
57-58% .
Iron recoveries are somewhat dependent on the experimental
technique and equipment, and need to be improved to well above 50%.
Complete dispersion of the iron oxide and gangue particles prior to
selective
flocculation was
very
important
in
achieving
flocculant
selectivity.
Sodium tripolyphosphate (STPP) and solution pH (10 . 5) were
used to maximize pulp dispersion, aided by high speed stirring in a baffled
beaker. Wheat starch was chosen as the best flocculant after trial testing
24 synthetic polyacrylamides of varying acrylate/amide ratios and 9
starches. The wheat starch selectively flocculated the iron oxides leaving
the gangue particles dispersed .
Floc/ gangue separation was achieved using
a 2 . 5 L settling column filled with water .
Floc washing was then used to
further increase the grade .
To date the majority of work has been very empirical . Future work will
focus on the wheat starch adsorption mechanism (How is selectivity
achieved ? ) and the floc formation mechanism .

NEW HETHOD FOR THE ENUMERATION OF BACTERIA IN AQUATIC SYSTEHS
Reshmi Sharma (Chisholm Institute of Technology)
Cell counts and biomass estimates are important measures in aquatic
microbial ecology, but the techniques currently used are often tedious and
time consuming.
New methods such as Image Analysis or Flow Cytometry have
be~n developed but can be expensive and may be limited to cell sizes larger
than those found in some aquatic ecosystems.
Sedimentation Field Flow
Fractionation (SdFFF) is a separation technique analogous to capillary
chromatography , which uses an inertial field applied at right angles to a
flow of carrier through a thin channel to separate particles from the
colloidal size range up to about 21'm . This technique has been adapted for
use with cultured and native bacteria to generate fractograms from which
the number and size distribution of bacteria can be calculated .
After an
initial concentration and fluorescence dye staining procedure, bacteria are
injected into the SdFFF channel and the field and flow are applied.
Afte·r
separation, cells pass through a fluorescence detector and the size
fractionated bacteria can
then be
collected
in
individual
tubes.
Calibration of the fractograms using epifluorescence microscopy and
equations relating retention volume to particle diameter allow the
calculation of number and volume of cells in the fractogram .
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STRESSES STRAINS AND PHASE DIAGRAHS OF LIPIDS AT LOW HYDRATION
Gary Bryant (School of Physics, University of N.S.W.)
The hydration of biological tissues can reach levels of less than 10%
water (by weight) when they are dessicated in air (e.g. seeds) or when they
are frozen (e.g. in environmental freezing or cryopreservation). The
behaviour of membranes under these conditions may determine tissue damage
in some cases. Non-lamellar phases (such as the inverse hexagonal phase),
lipid- protein and lipid-lipid phase separations have been reported and in
some cases have been associated with loss of semipermeability. At these
hydrations, further dehydration and approach of components is opposed by
hydration forces in the MPa range . These forces are expected to affect the
mechanical phase behaviour of biological membranes and their components. We
report a theoretical and experimental study of the phase properties of
lipids at low hydration.
l . A model has been developed which predicts lateral phase separations in
the liquid crystal phase of lipid mixtures at low hydrations. This will
be discussed in relation to its relevance to biological tissues under
severe dehydration .
2.
Phase studies have been carried out on synthetic mixtures of
phospholipids using 0 2 0 NMR, X-ray diffraction and D. S.C. 0 2 0 NMR is,
in principle, a promising technique for determining non-lamellar phases
in systems with little long range order such as tissue extracts. In
practice
the
interpretation of
results
is
complicated by
the
observation of isotropic signals from lamellar systems during the chain
melting transition (as has been previously reported). These results
will be presented , along with a discussion of water ordering during the
main phase transition, and an overview of our present understanding of
how freeze induced dehydration can lead to cell death .

ELECTRON HICROSCOPY AND NHR STUDIES OF PHOSPHOLIPID VESICLE SUSPENSIONS
Bronwyn Battersby (University of Queensland)
When suspended in water, phospholipid from biological membrances
frequently form phases in which molecules are arranged in bilayers. Queous
dispersions
of
synthetic
phospholipids
such
as
dimyristoyphosplatidylcholine
(DMPC)
contains
multilamillar
vesicles,
formed when dry phospholipids are hydrated and swollen in execess water by
gentle shaking or vortexing.
A more concentrated ~olution with a water
content of lens than 20% consists of stacks of bulayers or lamellar sheets.
Prolonged ultrasonic irradiation of these solutions produces umilamellar
vesicles.
These phospholipid suspensions have been obsurved by negative staning
the transmision election microscope.
It seems, vesicles, especially layer
one, are often aggregated and distorted by the staining and drying methods.
Specimium preparation depends on a multitude of experimental parameters and
may not be assumed to be representative of the original , unstained sample .
A less distinctive technique for observing the morphological stated of
DMPC is phase contrast microscopy.
When a crystal of CMPC in a drop of
water id observed above the gel-liquid crystal temperature of 24"C, myclim
figures occur and as the slide is heated, small vesicles are formed.
Norman Gushfield (National Institute of Health, USA) has observed this
phenomenon with DMPC and, within impirimental area, the temperature at
which
vesicles
occur
corresponds
to
a
maximum
in
the
surface
pressure-Temperature relationship observed in his earlier radistracer
experiments on momolayers .
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This work by Gushfield initiated my work with 3lp NMR, which is useful
investigation of reproducibility of limewidths.
The dependence of
somica~ion on factors such as somication temperature, time & vessel , reside
age, volume , concentration and vessel depth in the somication explains the
lack of reproducibility of spectral parameters , such as limewidth.
When a
unproducible limewidth is obtained, more work will be done to investigate
the
conformation of the
Leadergroup
by nuclear
Overhauser
effect
e ?'periments .
for

BINDING OF CLAY FILLERS IN PAPER
Kelvin Kuys (University of Tasmania)
The physical properties
of paper
can be
improved greatly by
incorporation of inorganic pigments into the paper sheet or by coating them
on the paper surface .
When incorporated into the paper sheet these
materials are known as fillers .
Fundamental studies on the binding of clay fillers to pulp fibres are
being carried out in order to develop a better understanding of the way in
which clay fillers are incorporated into the paper sheet . It is hoped that
this work will help define the optimum conditions for producing a base
stock for the production of light weight coated paper in Tasmania .
This
light weight coated paper would be produced mainly from mechanical pulps
presently used to make newsprint .
The pulps being examined in the study are bleached Kraft pulp and
unbleached thermomechanical pulp (both produced from Pinus radiaca) ,
bleached cold caustic soda pulp and alkali ground wood pulp (both produced
from Eucalyptus species). Microcrystalline cellulose is also being used as
a model for the pulp fibres.
The filler being used is kaolin (Pit tong
Filler) and studies have been carried out with cationic retention aids
(Allied Colloids Percol 292 cationic polyacrylamide and BASF Polymin SK
modified polyethyleneimine).
Different fibre types and their admixtures with kaolin · have been
investigated using Fourier transform infrared microscopy and FTIR-ATR
spectroscopy . The FTIR studies have shown the presence of kaolin in filled
paper from its characteristic sharp peaks. However FTIR techniques have so
far been unable to detect the presence of retention aids .
Scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive analysis of X rays
(SEM-EDAX) has been used to examine admixtures of pulp and kaolin filler
treated with retention aids.
Electron microscope observation shows that
the kaolin particles tend to coat the pulp fibres rather than form
aggregates. The surface coverage of kaolin on the fibres can be correlated
with the pH of the pulp suspension .
Measurements of the electrokinetic properties of these materials have
been carried out using particle electrophoresis to determine if there is a
correlation between surface charge, pH and filler retention .
The binding of clay filler particles to pulp fibres can be interpreted
in terms of the attraction of kaolin particles with adsorbed positively
charged polymers to negatively charged kaolin particles and pulp fibres by
a positively charged polymer eg . Alincel,2,3.
1. Alince B . • Mechanism of Ti02 pigment retention on pulp fibres with
polyelectrolytes' . Colloids and Surfaces 23 199-210 (1987)

2.

3.

Alince
B.
'Clay
fibre
interactions
polyethyleneimine and anionic contaminants.'
279-288 (1988)

in

the

Alince B. 'Colloidal particle deposition on pulp fibres.'
Surfaces 39 39-51 (1989)
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CHARACTERIZATION AND TREATHENT OF PAPER AND PULP HILL EFFLUENTS .
Rick Wood (Chisholm Institute of Technology)
The traditional approach to evaluvate a water treatment method has been
to measure water quality parameters such a dissolved organic carbon (DOC) ,
colour , turbidity and suspended solids before and after the treatment.
These measures are only single quantities . They give little indica t ion of
what chemical constituents and molecular sizes have been removed.
Our approach was to use the novel technique of flow field-flow
fractionation (flow- FFF) to size these particles (400 to 40,000 Dalton)and
column chromatography with XAD-8 resin to devide the organic compounds into
two major chemical groups namely hydrophobic and hydrophilic acids.
The mechanics of these approaches were briefly discussed .
The work
completed so far indicates that Flow-FFF can distiguish between different
paper and pulp mill effluents.
Flow- FFF data before and after water
treatment dramatically illustrated the large changes in the molecular .
weight distributions obtained.
The raw data can be successfully
transformed into molecular weight distrubutions using a calibration curve
based on polystyrene sulphonate stanards.
The column chromatography
fractionation scheme devided the samples into hydrophobic and hydrophilic
acid fractions.
From these positive results it is envisaged that the project will
provide a treatability indiex for effluents, help determine optimum water
treatment method for a given mill and monitor water treatment plants.

A
STUDY
OF
THE
INTERACTION
PHENOLFORHALDEHYDE RESIN

BETIIEEN

POLYETHYLENE

OXIDE

AND

Karen Stack (University of Tasmania)
The paper describes some the experimental work being conducted to
investigate
the
interaction
between
polethylene
oxide
(PEO)
and
phenolformaldehyde resin (PFR), in the absence and presence of cellulose
fibres under dynamic conditions .
Polyethlene Oxide and phendformaldehyde resin are currently being used
at the A.N.M . Albury Paper Mill to improve the firbe retention on th e pap e r
machine . The mechanism by which the two polymers increase fibre retention
is poorly understood.
Three Mechanisms have been preosed to decreibe the
interaction between the polymers and fibres.
In the first mechani s m the
resin is though to adher to the fibres and form hydroge n bonds with the PEO
and thus bonding the fibres.
The overall effect of the PFR in this
mechanism is to increase the number of reaction sites and bridges between
the firbres .
In the second mechanism PEO and PFR are believed to form a
3-dimensional network, emchanically capturing the fibres.
A third possible
mechanism involves the PFR interaction with the highly anionic "debris" in
the system and allowing the PEO to bridge the fibres .
The pulp-polymer system is quite difficult to analyze directl y.
In
particular it is difficult to measure the adsorption of PFR onto the pulp
fibres because of the interference of UV absorbing mat e rial in the pulp .
For this reason the model system of AVICEL (microcrystalline cellutose) h as
been studied to investigate the interaction of PER, PEO and cellulose. The
effect of shear , buffer concentration , temperature , order of addition and
PFR type on the interaction are discussed .
The work, to date, sugge sts that the mechanism operating to produce t h e
synergistic effect of the two polyme rs involv e s
several models of
interaction in which PFR is adsorb e d onto pulp fibres, and PEO and PFR
interacto to form a network structure which is tabilised by the adsorbed
PFR.
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NEW APPROACHES TO PILLARED CLAY CATALYSTS
Michael Logan (University of Auckland)
Aluminum Pillared montmorillonite cla ys (Al-Pillared Interlayer Cl ays
(PILC) we r e synthesised using conventional literature methods . The surface
areas and basal spacings of the Al-pilcs were determined . BET surface
areas were typically 300-500 m2 /g and basal spacings for the Al-pilcs were
ca. 18 . 8 A .
Preparations of transition metal-Al-pilc catalysts were attempted .
Adsorption of gaseous phase Mo(C0) 6 onto the Al-pilc's was investigated by
gravimetric analysis and infrared spectroscopy . The gravimetric analysis
indicated Mo(C0) 6 adsorbs only on the external surfaces of unpillared
montmorillonite , ca . 2 wt%. When the Mo(C0) 6 _ montmorillonite was heated,
complete desorption of Mo(C0) 6 occurred . In contrast, uptake of Mo(C0) 6
onto Al-pilc is ca. 10 wt%. When the Mo(C0) 6 _ Al-pilc was heated,
decomposition of Mo(C0) 6 occurred, leaving 1 wt% of Mo metal present
within the Al-pilc .
Infrared spectroscopy : The region 2200-1700 cm- 1 where characteristic
CO bands are detectable was investigated . As Mo(C0) 6 was adsorbed onto the
Al-pilc, bands at 2035, 2001, and 1970 cm- 1 assignable to CO were
detected. Also, a previously IR forbidden mode (A 1 g) was detected in the
infrared spectra at 2119 cm- 1 , as a result of the loss of symmetry of
Mo(C0) 6 upon adsorption . As the Mo(C0) 6 - Al-pilc was heated to 100
degrees, changes in the infrared spectrum were detected . Bands at 2035 and
1970 cm- 1 were still present, but the 2119 cm- 1 band was · significantly
reduced in intensity . Exposure of the heated sample to CO was attempted
to determine whether the decomposition of Mo(C0) 6 was reversible. The
infrared spectrum exhibited bands at 2035, 1970 and 2119 cm- 1 and a new
band at 1992 cm- 1 , indicating that the decomposition of Mo(C0) 6 is not
completely reversible .
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